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It really should read as ‘autopsy of humans up to now’ after all, we are a ‘soul’ and we 
are living on earth for a short season in a ‘human-body’.  
 
 
OVERVIEW & OBJECTIVE 
 
Humanity has reached a new height in ‘narcissistic mannerisms’ (sure they can go higher 
and get worst as we have seen with all things humans do) culminating in the present 
world wide orchestration of a ‘New World Order’ that has been in the works for more 
than a century and is ready to be played out in your own home town.  
 
This necessarily requires that humans consider themselves as ‘good people, with a good 
soul’ all the while living as their ego dictates seeking instant or relatively quick, 
gratification. All part of the narcissistic behavior pattern.  
 
We will show how this ‘ego-mindedness’ has overshadowed the ‘soul’ and thus self 
perpetuates the ‘darker side’ of humanity that has banished or exiled the ‘soul’ to the 
‘unknown (sic…little understood) reaches of the psyche’. 
 
 
HYPOTHESIS 
 
There is a one ‘creator God-Totality-Consciousness-Fluxion’ of which each living 
organism has a ‘energy-spark’ therein.  
 
There are energy patterns of universal laws that many call by various names of God-
Lords-Regents; which play an orchestrated role such as the Sun sending us its ‘rays’. 
These are immutable with only the name-tag changeable. So many languages-cultures are 
apt to have some confusion at times with word used as their ‘name’. 
 
The spark within us is our ‘soul’ which is pure conscious energy that cannot be 
destroyed, only transformed. Each transformation takes the soul up to the next level of 
cosmic understanding and so on. The ‘soul’ is permanent living on from one life to the 
next, from one dimension to the next and reincarnates based on the various immutable 
cosmic laws that most humans have absolutely no, or at best, very little understanding of.  
 
The masses of humanity for reasons to be concluded with live their lives as if they are in 
fact a simple bio-organism in their behavior(s). They are driven by biological processing, 
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which is understandable being a biological entity, but they have almost totally banished 
their innate human understanding of having an ‘eternal soul’. 
 
The ‘soul’ is reborn and reborn in various situations and locals never ending its quest to 
‘gnosis’ what life is. The ‘soul’ does not die and sit on Mont Paradise until some 
resurrection period. The ‘soul’ is pro-active (when given the chance) in contradistinction 
to the ‘ego’ which is always ‘reactive’ (being biological in nature).  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Two camps have developed since the beginning of ‘science’ that are still at odds with 
each other. The ‘soul’ camp has existed since time memorial, in that, developing humans 
realized that there was a superior power to them which in fact created ‘all this’. The 
‘evolution’ camp has evolved out of man’s thirst to better understand man’s self along 
with the realization that ‘perhaps’ it could find our ‘creator God’, or some place of the 
‘beginning’ of ‘all this’. 
 
Each of these two camps has a multitude of sub-camps that focus on various aspects, 
some being quite contrary to the others. The ‘soul’ camp has two main factions, those 
that see the ‘soul’ as eternally reincarnating while the other sees the ‘soul’ as dying and 
going to heaven to be resurrected at some future point to live forever and ever.  
 
The ‘evolution’ camp has two groups still seeking and asking the question, ‘does the 
evolved human-being have something called a soul, and if so what and where is it?’ One 
has no soul and the other has a ‘soul classified as the ghost in the machine’ much the way 
a computer functions and operates. 
 
Within the cosmic ‘divine’ plan, humans have come to at least hear that at some point in 
our evolution or ancestry a ‘conscious soul’ was developed within the ‘brain’ that most 
understand or have termed as the ‘mind’ ergo ‘that which does the thinking’.  
 
While eastern society’s have more of the ‘reincarnating soul’ concepts and historical data 
to support it; western societies have focused on the ‘non-reincarnating soul’ due to the 
over ridding science mindedness that lacks a ‘creator’. This is due mostly from the 
interference of the organized religions and various contradictory ideologies.  
 
The disputes in the west between science and religion have lead to the human-being 
placing the ‘creator’ on hold while the two warring factions work it out; all the while in 
the east, which had a respected reverence for the ‘creator’ replaced the ‘soul-creator’ with 
‘science-creator’ and all the gratifications that it brings with it and has given them.  
 
As science was slowly developed in the west, just as ‘creator’ had slowly been 
understood in the east; today the east can easily be seen to have banished the ‘creator’ in 
want of what the westerns have, science created goods that a ‘creator’ did not make. So 
science must be right, becomes the thought ‘du jour’. In the east it is still spreading into 
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all the lesser developed countries as the ‘consumerism’ takes over, relegating the ‘soul-
creator’ to the past, distant past as no one ever saw one or really knows what it is. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Soullessness is now ‘de rigor’ in every corner of the globe. Most beings still maintain an 
external front of some belief in a ‘soul’ which was taught to them by rote from their 
culture, parents and society; which is in fact a ‘safety net, just in case’ there is a ‘creator 
and cosmic process’ so they can appear to have been believers. This external façade is 
very much a part of the ‘narcissistic being’ that all are born with and fewer and fewer 
have grown out of. 
 
Some ‘beings’ have turned into the ultimate of human ugliness to such an extent that their 
‘soul’ has taken a ‘leave of absence of an undetermined length’. These are the real 
human-animals as they have defaulted to living as their lower based organism or animal 
based ego ‘reactions’.  
 
The absence of a conscious ‘soul’ or at least the absence of living life as a ‘conscious 
soul’ has now turned all things inward for self-gratification in being the biological nature 
that such a way of living requires. Fight or flight, eat or be eaten are the basic animal or 
cellular reactions to being ‘alive’, while humans can add on what they learned 
specifically while in and from the animal kingdom ‘the strongest one subjugates the 
weaker one’.  
 
The strongest one, it must be understood, is not only in the physical sense, nor the mind 
sense; but more pointedly in the ‘egoic’ sense; for a ‘stronger ego will always dominate 
and control a weaker one’. In narcissistic terminology the weaker ones are known as 
‘feed-supply’ to the narcissist. The word ‘feed’ meaning any manner of attention, 
adulation and actions that have as the effect in giving of the ‘feeder’s’ energy to the 
narcissist.  
 
All world governments, corporations and ‘hierarchically’ organizations are today 
operating in the narcissistic manner; with humans being their feed-supply. Beings 
adulate, seek to emulate, revere the hierarchy for their station and allow their energy to be 
manipulated by the narcissist entities. The entities being non-human as they are 
‘corporations’ are not subjected to any kind of psychological ‘thought’ that humans are. 
The corporation as narcissist has become the perfect ‘soulless’ narcissist, while human-
beings are still saddled with some degree of consciousness and thus with psychological 
thoughts that makes them good ‘feed-supply’. It also still provides them with the chance 
to raise their consciousness to a higher level and ‘stop’ feeding their energy to the 
narcissist.  
 
Ironically, this is all part of the more than not, common or typical relationship that we is 
found all over the earth at present. Narcissism is in a pandemic mode within a mostly 
patriarchal structure so that it is females feeding the males. As males are the ones running 
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most of the corporations etc, they are seeking, obtaining and extracting the same 
‘feeding’ from the masses, as they do with the family units; which have become a picture 
perfect of the corporations ‘narcissistic nucleus’ or ‘narcissistic family nucleus’.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The ‘narcissistic family nucleus’ is the beginning and the end of the present challenges 
that are faced by all human-animals that are want to be called human-beings. Yet, to be 
called a Real Being would necessitate being a ‘sentient-being’. This means the Being 
would be living from some higher form of self identified as the ‘soul’, whereas what we 
find is most Beings living from their ‘identification or identity’ of ‘the self’; which in 
present day is the one created by the ‘wounded inner child, injured self-esteem’ 
psychologically called the ‘narcissist personality’. 
 
This ‘personality’ was created from the ‘erroneously learned behavior patterns’ that led to 
the Being not growing out of the ‘narcissist phase’ or, more often than not, simply 
creating the ‘narcissistic-self’ instead of a correctly balanced ‘self-esteem’. Study of this 
psychological process will give the reader a clearer understanding of how it is all ‘played’ 
out.  
 
The ‘soul’ is thus relegated to the inner psyche or sub-conscious part thereof. Given the 
Super-ego ‘police person’ structure monitoring the ‘id’, beliefs, values and morals for 
those not instilled by the Beings culture, parents and society; these aspects are not given 
access to or permitted to be ‘externalized’. In the past this gave rise to the term ‘neurosis’ 
as the Being could not correctly express itself and would suffer psychological problems 
of various sorts. 
 
As governments and corporations are all made up of, or run by people that are mostly 
living their innate ‘narcissistic’ aspects, then we see that these ‘hierarchical structures’ 
are in themselves ‘narcissistic’. In studies done with North American corporations, the 
DSMlV test was applied to them to ascertain what type of businesses where predominant. 
Simply put, the majority of the NA corporations were found to be not only ‘narcissistic’ 
but had actually moved to the next stage of ‘development’, if they had had a personality, 
which is that of ‘sociopath and psychopath’.  
 
Thus a vicious circle appears clearly in the same loop as that of the ‘existential question’ 
being, ‘what came first the chicken or the egg?’; all leading to ‘human-beings’ being 
more narcissistic than not, forming ‘organizations’ that are more narcissistic than not. As 
the ‘organizations’ are not ‘moral entities’ they have no conscious or Super-Ego to 
‘police them’ and they move onto the next level of development as stated above. The 
‘Beings’ are thus manipulated as ‘feed supply’ to the very organizations they formed or 
helped in some way or another to form. This leads to rebellion and the thought of killing 
off the organization; which itself is already at the state of ‘psychopathic leanings’, seeing 
the rebellious ‘Beings’ that formed it as viruses to be annihilated.  
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Conflicts and wars ensue bringing us to our present day state of human affairs, a 
predominately patriarchal led and controlled pandemic of the ‘narcissistic family 
nucleuses’ with one family seeking to annihilate the other; much as we see in simplistic 
cellular life. Eat or be eaten.  
The ‘family’ can be identified as simply a literal family, or an organization, society, 
culture, country and finally earth itself. The ‘wounded inner child’ which has yet to be 
healed creates a ‘self-esteem’ which is itself injured, and due to the ‘narcissistic behavior 
patterns the entity externalizes’ families, cultures and world organizations are in fact 
being led and run by what could be call ‘wounded animals’.  
 
IT IS NOT LIKELY that present humanity while undergo any type of self-psychoanalysis 
to discover and heal their individual ‘wounds’. Just as the phenomenon of ‘evil’ 
extrapolates itself from the mundane of an individual Being by itself to psychopathic 
levels when externalized in groups, be it the boys-gang-club or a narcissistic family 
circle; all organizations or groups of multiple ‘present day’ Beings exacerbates 
‘narcissism’. 
 
The real ‘soul’ contrary to the created ‘self image’ is no where to be found in the day to 
day functioning of living as a human-being or a person. The real ‘soul’ or individual 
consciousness known as the ‘id’ has yet to be awakened, enlightened and lived to be all 
that it can be; whatever level that shows itself to be.  
 
Collective consciousness has taken over from a narcissist root and given the narcissism 
innate within each human (the darker aspect Freud worried over within us all and which 
‘organizations’ targeted to use for manipulation) to the elite seeking adulation having 
created the perfect ‘feed-supply’, in that, the ‘feed-supply’ themselves seek to be  just as 
their masters or leaders.   
 
Thus we have the pyramidal hierarchy structure with less and less room at each higher 
level whereby not all will be able to make it to the next level. The structure is controlled 
by the elite with the non-elite as energy ‘feed-supply’ to their ultimate narcissistic 
manners. Ultimate in that having no real conscious they can, have and will destroy any 
entity not giving it adulation etc. This is exactly how god is described in the Old 
Testament which is the bases for all of what we see in the western world as control.  
 
With this we can easily see how the ‘dooms-dayers’ see any end of world or Armageddon 
as the answer to the present situation. They (followers of the Old Testament in some 
manner or another) are usually of the mind that they will go to heaven, is a chosen one 
and become resurrected in paradise of some sort. So for them annihilation of all is simply 
a sort of settling of accounts, whereas for the narcissistic elite (non believers as are all 
narcissistic ‘on the inside’) it simply means they can rid themselves of millions if not 
billions that are not paying adulation to the controllers.  
 
Again the ‘real soul’ is no where to be found in this, but we do see the simplistic and 
society created ‘self-image’ externalizing itself in a narcissistic manner being created by 
the ‘wounded inner child’. Self-esteem or simply the self when injured defaults to the 
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Super-Ego for protection in order to survive and function in whatever manner it can. It 
maybe irrational, illogical and more ‘evil’ (sic…lacking real love) than not, but it 
survives as the fear of death itself is greater than the fear of being a ‘feed-supply’ to 
stronger narcissistic egos. 
 
 Far eastern cultures and societies that grew and evolved with a more ‘one creator-god’ 
mentality have succumbed to the western created mind of power, control and instant self-
gratification. Having been controlled by narcissistic elites over the last century most have 
suppressed their soul in order to gratify their egos in the same manner they have seen in 
the west. Their thinking is thus, ‘why should they not enjoy all the goods etc that the 
westerners do?’ Thus osmosis has replicated the narcissism of the west into the east.  
 
In all of this the ‘soul’ is really missing or so repressed as to have no affect on the being. 
Countries that had ‘banned’ religious or philosophical practice have created generations 
of ‘no soul in mind’ Beings. Presently these would number in the billions on planet earth. 
 
 
The comments below are from various sources which one can research: 
 
Narcissism describes the character trait of self love, based on self-image or ego. 
 
The terms "narcissism", "narcissistic" and "narcissist" are often used as pejoratives, 
denoting vanity, conceit, egotism or simple selfishness. Applied to a social group, it is 
sometimes used to denote elitism or an indifference to the plight of others. Arguably, 
however, these terms are used to draw parallels between allegations of self-centeredness 
and narcissistic personality disorder, rather than toward healthy self-love. 
 
It is a pattern of traits and behaviors which signify infatuation and obsession with one's 
self to the exclusion of all others and the egotistic and ruthless pursuit of one's 
gratification, dominance and ambition. This all-pervasive pattern of grandiosity (in 
fantasy or behavior), need for admiration or adulation and lack of empathy, usually 
beginning by early adulthood and present in various contexts leads to the ‘god-complex’ 
whereby the created self-image believes ‘I am god’ and without any ‘god’ showing up to 
correct this mindset, the narcissist believes itself to be correct. 
  
Primary narcissism is the basis for competition and the urge to conquer tasks whereas 
secondary narcissism is pathological. It tries to compensate for the emptiness that results 
when love is not returned, and implements grandiosity to ward off guilt and weakness.  
 
The fear of separation from the mother disrupts the process of mergence with the external 
world, transforming it into a desire to make oneself the world. Because "narcissism 
knows no distinction between the self and others", people are torn between these 
paradoxical desires.  
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The weakness of self-esteem can only be compensated for by living in a polar opposite 
reality-the grandiose self. The ultimate goal is "to live for the self"; they tally happiness 
by their own achievements and products, not by contributions to the world. 
 
A God complex is a colloquial term used to portray a person who acts so arrogantly that 
he or she might as well believe he or she is a god (self-deification). Self-deification can 
either involve the expectation to be worshipped by other people, as in the case of divine 
kingship in imperial cults, or it can be the mystical notion of identity of the soul or the 
self with God.  
 
 
CAUTION:  
 
Given the myriad of cultures and languages on earth at present, great caution is needed 
when using words which will inevitably lead to confusion with one talking about oranges 
while the other apples.  
 
Words that easily fall into this category are: 
 
Creator 
God 
Totality 
Spirit 
Soul 
Consciousness 
Id 
Mind 
Ego 
Brain 
Self 
Being 
Human 
Sentient 
Love 
 
 
POSSIBLE SOULUTION  
 
Since recorded time we have seen the coming of various messengers, messiahs and sages 
that have tried to help us be a better humanity. They all have many common traits and 
extolled the same wisdom of ‘real love’ and a ‘one creator god’. As humanity evolved 
most if not all of them have been relegated to some obscure area of the psyche that only 
one on one in private can access, if ever that is. Thus, the expectation of a ‘second 
coming’ as purported by those that follow the ‘old testament’ is what a majority of 
humans seek in order to be ‘saved’. This is delusional thinking as the wisdom shared by 
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each of them was for each being to turn inward and awaken their ‘soul which is a spark of 
the one creator god’.  
 
HOWEVER, due the perpetuation of narcissism and its exploitation or manipulation the 
possible awakening from within is not very probable in a mass context. This leaves us 
facing the various aspects of the Revelations of St. John as to how things ‘may play out’; 
for the masses are seeking some mystical or divine interference to stop the elite control. 
Or for those that are not of the ‘religious soul’ mindset think that it is only science who 
can save them from destruction or better, allow them to obtain a longer if not eternal life; 
this stemming from the fear of death complex.  
 
Where is the ‘one creator god’ in all of this? Where has ‘it’ gone? Does it even exist? 
 
As long as western science negates or at best secretly seeks the creator, the ‘soul’ has not, 
cannot, will not be externalized. In its place we find the science defined ‘ego-self’ being 
externalized and with the levels of narcissism in the pandemic phase it is, the baser 
biological or animal nature being lived by most if not all in varying degrees. This was 
what Freud worried the most over having been challenged with what the ‘id’ really was 
and how it functioned.  
 
When a human-being arrives at understanding that there is some ‘one creator energy’ that 
permeates all things, that being has the start for a ‘soul’ awakening. It starts to realize that 
the narcissist nature of all organisms is biological science defined and not what their 
‘soul’ truly is. While not fully understanding the ‘soul’ just yet, the being does have the 
knowledge to further work on attaining that ‘enlightenment’.  
 
Science wise this ‘one creator energy’ is becoming known as the ‘fluxion’ which is 
energy itself in perpetual motion and expansion. As is understood, energy can neither be 
created nor destroyed, simply transformed. Thus science has the tools to understand what 
the ‘soul or id’ within each is and how it functions. Elitism chooses to negate this for 
reasons of power and control over the ‘energy feed-supply’ known as the human-being. 
Master-slave or king-subjects hierarchy ensues leading to what we humans have lived in 
our recorded time and much exacerbated over the last century. 
 
With evil versus love comparison we find that evil is simply created by the lack of love. 
In present time the lack of real (not some egoic process of a narcissistic nature) love, 
finds us living that narcissistic nature more and more. Upon understanding the 
narcissistic nature in its fullest the human-being can easily see the lack of real love and 
thus see evil for what it really is. As the ‘soul’ awakens so does the understanding or 
what is known as the ‘gnosis’ of life unfolding. This gnosis will lead to the understanding 
that all biological humans have a ‘soul’ within the human-animal suit, which should be 
externalize as the human-being.  
 
Recognition of the ‘soul’ within allows the human-animal with its innate baser biology to 
transform itself into a human-being. At present, as in the past, we can see this from 
various ‘individuals’ that had succeeded to ‘whatever degree’ to manifest their ‘soul’ 
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overcoming their egoic nature. The ‘soul’ is externalized and the ‘ego’ comes slowly 
under the ‘soul’s’ enlightenment.  
 
The ‘soul’s’ awakening is the first step in ‘real love’ actions which ironically is towards 
the ‘self’, but not in the narcissistic manner of the ego, but in the divine manner of 
‘requiting real love’ to and with the ‘one creator energy’. For, as we have the spark of 
energy within us as the ‘soul’ which itself is a direct ‘created flow’ of the ‘fluxion’ then 
we are in fact ‘requiting’ real love to the ‘fluxion’ itself. Science wise we are recognizing 
our ‘oneness’ with all energy and how it processes or fluctuates itself, while real ‘soul’ 
wise we are recognizing the divine unknown energy that created us.    
 
This ‘requited real love’ will by externalization help to comfort the human-being of the 
wounded inner child, and the narcissism from the injured self-esteem will start to be 
healed. As the requited love expands (just as the fluxion expands the multi universe) it 
will have as an effect to further dissolve any aspects of ‘evil’ by simple transformation. A 
human-being cannot serve two masters, thus the feeding of energy via the innate 
narcissism to the stronger narcissist is curtailed and transformed into being ‘at-one-ment’ 
with all in the natural ‘soul-state’ of being part of the ‘totality of primary consciousness’ 
which is itself the ‘fluxion one creator energy’. OM is a term often used as it means 
energy in conscious vibration as all energy is. 
 
The motto to be kept in mind at all times should be ‘God or OM is a paradox only if 
someone wants it to be’. Never be ‘soulless (lacking real love)’ in any thought or action.  
 
 
THE METAPHYSICAL ASPECT 
 
Many today including those in the science community have been delving into the 
metaphysical aspects seeking explanations for the present situation of humanity. By 
necessity this brings to fore a pelroma of what is and perhaps what is not true in 
humanities evolution. They suspect a ‘soul’ is within but where and what is it. 
 
It is assured that they do not accept the Old Testament doctrine that humans popped onto 
earth some 5000 years ago, cognizant of the history of the world which includes many so 
called ‘myths’ as they have yet to be substantiated to science’s methodology. While the 
timeline purports to be the introduction of the written word and thus start of ‘civilization’ 
as it is known, the written word can find itself to contain falsehoods while the myths are 
open for investigation in whatever manner possible.  
 
In quantum physics it is well understood that all actions have at their base a multitude of 
possibilities, until, the action is undertaken thus known as the most likely probability with 
its subsequent outcome. In this, the ‘observer’ has a direct affect on the outcome; so if the 
observer is ‘ego-minded’ the outcome is ‘ego’ based, while if the observer is ‘soul-
minded’ the outcome is ‘soulful’.  
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When humanities evolution especially over the last 100 years is reviewed in hindsight, 
we better see just how various multiple possibilities turned out to be the most probable 
action that was demonstrated. Not magic, but simplistic cause and effect when all factors, 
including the ‘ego and the soul’ are taken into account. Leaving the ‘soul’ out of the 
equation produces false results thereby making the data simply ‘egoic’.  
 
If as found in eastern mythology has it, the ‘soul’ was ‘placed as in awakened’ within the 
then human-animal to create the human-being; we can better understand how the biology 
of brain-mind-ego to spirit-soul functions. This then requires an analysis of the two myths 
that persist to this day and are evident within all sacred writings, albeit in a somewhat 
arcane manner. This becomes the esoteric gnosis of some exoteric material. Much has 
been written on and about the ‘hidden messages’ within all sacred writings, but none to 
the satisfaction of science for their approval to the masses. 
  
One is known as the Atlantean society (not Plato’s Island Continent which was its 
remnant) that came from the ‘materialization’ of etheric entities that had solidified 
through previous ‘stages or states of Being’ PROTOPLASMIC, HYPERBOREAN, 
LEMURIAN, ATLANTEAN. From this analysis we arrive at the stage of the ‘fallen 
angels and their intermarriage with the humans so fair’. The Atlantean stage is one where 
the ‘ones with innate powers awakened’ started their devolution thus repressing the 
powers within due to ‘vibratory’ changes. This we will see in a minute is where the 
narcissistic personality exploded into humanities daily life. 
 
The other is known as the Reptilian Interference. This has ‘aliens’ (also sometimes 
known as or mixed in with, extra-terrestrials, extra-dimensionals, with various names 
being from various planets, solar systems or dimensions) coming to earth and implanting 
a ‘thing’ of some sort to such that we as human-beings have become infected and under 
their controlled experiments. The reptilians are seen mostly amongst the elite of today’s 
societies. They are reported to have a plan of harvesting the energy of all humans on 
earth for their needs. 
 
While most truth seekers or often called Gnostics will agree that all things are part of the 
bigger picture with all things being probable due to the quantum possibilities, we will 
focus our analysis on the Atlantean society, for the Reptilian Interference has a short-
coming of placing any challenge or fault in the hands of another or outsider and not 
squarely in the lap of each ‘so-called’ human-being. They over look the fact that the ‘ego’ 
is not the ‘soul’ and vice versa; as one is of the virtues while the other is of the sins; 
which gives us the duality that we need to know in living life here and now. To ridicule 
or negate the Reptilian Interference would be completely out of line for any true ‘truth 
seeker’ for it has been well established within the metaphysical communities that ‘all 
things are in deed possible’ in any linear timeline. We simply have to look at what was 
thought of Benjamin Franklin or Thomas Edison while doing their experiments to 
discover electricity and the light bulb; to name but two examples throughout the ages. 
Until a Being has experienced a ‘situation’ for itself, there can and still does remain some 
hidden mystery much as what magic is; something yet to be understood. 
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ATLANTEAN SOCIETY consisted of ‘angelic beings’ that had come to earth to help 
with the continued evolution of the then human-animals into the human-being. The 
human-animal contained a ‘spark of the one creator energy’ that gave it life, but it was 
not ‘conscious’ of this aspect. It had to consider something other than ‘eat or be eaten 
mentality’ and stop living as the ‘strongest one rules’. The angelic ones having full occult 
powers where instructing the bipeds in human form on what their Being really was; an 
evolved organism that was ready to awaken to its own divinity. To better interact and 
help the human-animals become human-beings the angelic ones became less etheric and 
more material by lowering their vibratory state. Different matter is simply the same 
energy in different vibratory states. Airwaves we can communicate with and through, 
rocks we can build something with that nothing passes through; except the airwaves.  
 
As linear time slowed down the vibrations of the angelic-etheric Beings, evolution 
continued for the human-animals emerging into the state of a human-Being; having 
awakened their consciousness of ‘self’. What took decades back then to attain we see 
today with children in the space of a number of years.  
 
Biological narcissism was giving way to the parental guidance as the parents themselves 
were awakening to ‘their self’. As the now human-being grew in conscious understanding 
of things, the etheic ones started to be enamored with the ‘humans’ as they taught them 
‘tantric sex’, first without orgasm, then as with all things in life where energies are 
attracted each other (the fluxion process itself) by practicing with them. They were now 
inhabiting a lesser etheric body and more of the human-suit material. They did still have 
many of their innate occult faculties awakened, but these were slowly fading as their 
vibrations dropped even lower due to their experiences of orgasm (the allegory of Adam 
and Eve eating the apple) and the ensuing psychological state. These Beings were simply 
angelic and not of some ‘God’ nature. 
 
Over linear time the Beings started to become less conscious of their true state and 
through psychological narcissism that they were reincarnated through, started their own 
visions of ‘elitism or God-complex’. They still had some innate powers operational and 
could mesmerize the developing human-beings into believing that they were in fact 
‘gods’ from other worlds. (The timeline for the Reptilian Interference).  
 
Having not really awakened and enlightened themselves, the still developing human-
beings were mesmerized and taken in by these god-like ones with powers they did not 
posses (innate but not tapped into) and became just the type of narcissistic feed-supply 
that the ‘elite-egoic’ ones are seeking to have present day humanity be. Total 
enslavement to the stronger narcissistic one, as the human-animal was biologically 
narcissistic itself.  
 
The ‘use to be’ angelic ones were playing ‘god’ and had the adulation and ‘feed-supply’ 
that all narcissists seek. They knew that ‘god’ as the fluxion was not going to show up 
and stop them. Not being of a higher evolved station than ‘angelic’ they did not know 
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how all the processes interfaced or fluctuated ‘divinely speaking’. They did not have a 
full gnosis of the ‘fluxion one creator energy’.  
 
The Second Wave allegory is that of the ‘angelic-beings’ splitting into two groups when 
one started to ‘play god’ with the developing human-beings. The development was that of 
two distinct groups of ‘somewhat powerful’ entities, the Children of One God for the 
masses that had the gnosis of the ‘one creator energy fluxion’ and the other the Sons of 
Belial; meaning having lost the knowledge of revering and requiting ‘real love as in one 
creator energy’.  
 
The cataclysmic end was much of what humanity is facing today. They had been using 
crystal energy sources and sought more and more power (technology) there from. As the 
ground crystals ran out, they are reportedly to have ‘tried tapping the sun’s energy’ in a 
direct and controlled manner. Whether it was from their own ‘egoic desires’ for power or, 
that of ‘cosmic housecleaning’ that wiped them out, we have yet to completely find out.   
 
They ran out of energy resources and the ensuing cataclysmic event annihilated the larger 
part of the inhabitants with the more prophetic ones scattering to various corners of earth. 
This being the manner of how similar drawings, structures, mannerisms and astrological 
or astronomical processes found by present day humanity; ended up in various parts of 
the global that ‘seemingly’ have no real known connection.  
 
Interestingly enough is the little known scientific fact that science still cannot ‘say 
beyond a doubt’ what the original source of the world’s fossil fuels are. Some have it as 
dinosaur remains evolved into ‘oil’ with others contending it to be ‘vegetation’ from 
millions of years processing. As such it is not so hypothetical to consider that the world 
‘tar sands’ ‘oil sands’ and ‘oil’ deposits are in fact the ‘substance’ remains of long ago 
‘earthian inhabitants’ in whatever state of development they were. We have fossil records 
of some biped types millions of years ago and so on up to present day ‘us’. The older 
remains, just as with the ‘dinosaurs’ have generally been found in ‘frozen’ or ‘rock’ state 
with a few in some non-destructive climate areas.  
 
Comparing present day ‘peak-energy or energy-crisis’, comparing present day narcissism 
of the ‘elites’ leading the ‘feed-supply’ by mesmerizing enslavement; we find ourselves 
looking at a situation that is ‘eerily’ similar if not the same to that of Atlantean Society.  
 
While science not having found to understand what they deem ‘necessary’ of the 
Atlantean Society, it does not require scientific methodology to understand that with an 
earth billions of years old, with a biped human millions of years old and communities or 
societies hundreds of thousands of years old; it existed and vanished due to a cataclysm.  
 
Narcissistic viewpoints will not allow such a ‘probability’ to exist as it threatens its very 
existence. Its very existence sensed threat is the reason for all the strife humans have 
lived in its worst state of the last century. Assuredly we can say that the last century 
brought about such great advancements in ‘this and that’, all culminating in the present 
state of humanity and for all humans on earth. ‘Elitism’ is ‘king’ and the rest are their 
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subjects, property, chattel in much that same way that many societies or cultures or 
religions still view their wives and children today.  
 
Human population estimated at 1 billion in 1800 through 1.6 billion in 1900 has in 2000 
reached over 6 billion biped human-beings that are still somewhat human-animals in 
nature. The real ‘elitist’ controlled and ‘less-religious or philosophical’ areas (in the last 
century) such as Asia and Africa grew from some .7 billion in 1800 through 1 billion in 
1900 and now is some 4.5 billion of people.  
 
In concluding we see that the human population extrapolated incredibly in the last 
century. This in affect has given more ‘feed-supply’ to the ruling ‘narcissistic elite’. The 
‘soul’ having yet to fully awaken and become enlightened to this information, is still 
suppressed or repressed behind the police person controlled wall of the Super-Ego.  
God, OM ‘the Unknowable’ or simply ‘the totality of primary consciousness’ has made a 
few inroads (or appearances as it were) over the millennia but seems to have disappeared 
over the last century. As ‘narcissism’ grew and took a stronger hold in the mindset of 
humans, ‘God’ was repressed or relegated to the annals of history. Thus, there really is 
only the ‘self’ left to defend its castle and as it is fairly dark by anyone’s non-narcissistic 
standards, it is not likely to survive the onslaught of total economic enslavement and the 
energy-supply draining that human-beings have become.   
 
We could as is want of all things from wisdom of the ages say, that humans are still in the 
infant stage of ‘soul-development’ and are growing in a nice steady manner; albeit the 
world pandemic of ‘narcissism’ negates that probability.  
 
We could say that the ‘elite narcissism’ will attain their goal of ‘one world government’ 
a.k.a. the New World Order which even to some desperate Beings seems like a good 
solution. Given the present ‘ego-mind’ state of humans, that possibility seems the most 
probable.  
 
Yet in the final analysis of it all, given the factors that science has yet to admit to, but is 
trying to grasp as they rape and pillage; the lack of ‘real love’ (none narcissistic actions 
and reactions) is the same as if we ‘refuse’, nay if we ‘revolt’ to consider anything more 
powerful than our ‘ego’.  
 
Our ‘soul’ (that which lives on and on while it reincarnates and reincarnates) sits quietly 
in wait for the ‘One Day’ that we each consciously choose to understand the ‘one creator 
energy fluxion’ and live in the manner that it is, ‘real love in constant perpetual motion 
and expansion’ often called OM.  
 
Evil is all things that lack ‘real love’.  
 
Earthian Terrestrial call OM, your ‘soul’ will be glad you did. 
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